FREE PROJECT SHEET  FLOW QUILT  SIZE 56" x 62.5"

DESIGN  MICHELLE ENGEL BENCSKO

© CLOUD9 FABRICS 2015  |  ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
CLOUD9FABRICS.COM
FLOW QUILT FEATURING WATER LAND COLLECTION BY JESSICA NIELSEN

\[ 1/4 \text{ yard each: Float [Navy], Lotus [Green], Leaves [Green & Red], Avens [Blue, White, & Green], Geese [Blue], Carp [Green], Bells [Blue], Reflection [Blue & Yellow]} \]

\[ 2\text{ 1/2 yards Limestone for Background} \]

\[ 2\text{ 3/4 yards Carp [Green] for Backing} \]

Note: All possible care has been taken to assure the accuracy of this pattern. We are not responsible for printing errors or the manner in which individual work varies. Please read instructions carefully before starting the construction of this quilt. If desired, wash and iron your fabrics before starting to cut.

**MATERIALS**

**CUTTING DIRECTIONS**

*Cutting dimensions include 1/4" seam allowances.*

From Limestone:
- 36- 8" squares
- 6- 2 1/2" x WOF strips

From Lotus [Green]:
- 2- 8" squares

From each Avens [Blue & Green], Reflection [Blue & Yellow], Geese [Blue], Carp [Green]:
- 3- 8" squares

From each Avens [White], Leaves [Green & Red], Float [Navy]:
- 4- 8" squares

From Bells [Blue]:
- 5- 8" squares

**ASSEMBLY DIRECTIONS**

**BLOCK ASSEMBLY**

*Using this method, there will be a few HSTs left over for those prints that have odd amount of blocks used.*

1. Draw a diagonal line from corner to corner on the wrong side of all Limestone 8" squares. [fig 1]
2. Pair Limestone squares from Step 1, RST (right sides together), with each of the 8" print squares. [fig 2]
3. Sew an accurate 1/4" seam on each side of the drawn line. Cut on the diagonal line, open and press. Square up to 7" square. [fig 3]

**ASSEMBLING THE QUILT**

4. Layout blocks in horizontal rows following the QUILT DIAGRAM. Piece together 9 rows. Press seams in same direction, alternating each row.
5. Sew rows together following the QUILT DIAGRAM.
6. Piece sashing strips to equal the length of the quilt top (approx. 58½"). Make 2. Sew to left and right sides of quilt top.
7. Piece sashing strips to equal the width of the quilt top (approx. 56"). Make 2. Sew to the top and bottom of quilt top.
8. Layer quilt top, batting, and backing. Quilt as desired and bind.

**DIAGRAMS**

[fig 1] [fig 2] [fig 3]